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Counting Down: Boat Selection and
Booking Process
As indicated in Bulletin No. 3, with this bulletin we publish the
following lists that most of you anxiously have been waiting for!
We have done our utmost to reach and inform all the registered
skippers by email and/or through text messages based on out-ofoffice replies.
The Boat Selection and Booking procedure will start on Tuesday 1st
October 2013.
In the attachment hereto, you will find a sheet with all the boats
listed, with the basic information, and grouped into: S, M, L and C
categories (Small, Medium, Large and Commodores).
The second sheet indicates all the skippers listed, divided into four
groups (S, M, L and C).
Please be aware of the fact that this list is not yet an indication of the
precedence skippers for boat selection!
The lottery for the precedence of skippers will be held on Monday 30
September.
The results of the lottery will be published the same day on the ECC
website www.ecc-sailing.com.
Starting the 1st of October, each skipper will be invited via email by
Adriatic Holidays to make his or her choice according the listed
ranking.
The plan is to email more than one skipper at the time and ask for
their three preferred choices.

Subscribed Skippers
In the attachment you will find an updated list of skippers and the

Once the first skipper has chosen the boat, Adriatic Holidays will
confirm the first available choice to the second skipper and so on.
We are looking into possibilities that the selection process can be
followed live through the ECC website.
Sasha and Elena would be grateful if the skippers could respond as
soon as possible, thus to avoid big delays in choosing and booking
the boats.
If they don’t hear from a skipper within 24 hours, they will move on to
the next one on the list.
If a skipper is going to be away around the first of October, please
allocate one of your crew-members to correspond with the Adriatic
Holidays team or us, while you are away.
The confirmation papers (Invoice and Charter Contract) will follow
soon after the allocation.
Sasha and I anticipate the booking procedure will last no longer than
a week.
We will do our best to match the available boats with the skipper’s
requests, but please have some consideration that this might not be
possible with the entire fleet and that you may have to do it with a
second best option.
The final list with all the skippers and boats booked will be published
on the ECC website.
I expect to submit the next bulletin not earlier than in November. For
now I wish you best of luck with the lottery and trust that every
skipper will be satisfied with his or her boat selected and booked.
Until soon & va bene!

Jan Bonset
Commodore ECC 2014

